
Divination is the process of divining, exploring probabilities and
potentials. In comparison to choosing a single card, a card spread
can provide a more comprehensive understanding of a situation or
aspect of your life. A spread is like a story unfolding, with the cards
forming different relationships with one another.

Here are some of my favorite card spreads. You can also make up
your own layout depending on the situation you wish to explore.
Before doing a reading it is important to set the intention. This
means taking a moment to become clear and centered, focusing on
the matter you wish to be clarified. 

The Destiny Spread

Soul (Past) Spirit (Present) Destiny (Future)



1. Soul (Past) : The inherent gifts that you were born with. It
is your deepest self, incorporating memories, unconscious
motivations, and the inner workings of your psyche. It may
also represent the area where you get blocked or stuck in
the comfort of the past--what you have learned. 

2. Spirit (Present) : Your essence, the qualities of self that are
in a state of evolution and development. The expression of
the self in the here and now. Representing new or
unrealized talents or abilities that have yet to be fulfilled--
what needs to be activated.

3. Destiny (Future) : A combination of the Soul and the Spirit,
representing your Divine purpose. Like the "North Star", it is
an inspiration to guide you. This placement is a goal that you
are working towards achieving--what needs to be embraced
to open your future.

The Destiny Spread



The Lovers Spread

What Hinders

Together
Gift

Other Person

You

Outcome



1. You in regards to the relationship: your expectations, your
hopes and desires for the relationship. 

2. The person of your inquiry: how they perceive you, and
what you represent to them. 

3. How you engage with one another: the essence of the
relationship. 

4. What hinders the relationship: what needs to be resolved
to move forward.

5. The gift of the relationship: what you can learn from one
another.

6. The probable outcome: the potential for your future
together. 

The Lovers Spread



The Moon Spread

The New Moon

The Crescent
Moon

The Full
Moon

The Waning Moon

This spread is based on the different phases of the moon.
 A lunar cycle represents a beginning, middle, and end for a
specific period of time. The Moon Spread can be used to
review a creative process, reveal the development of a life
situation, or express a reflection of an inner journey. 



1. The New Moon: the beginning of a new cycle, what seeds
need to be planted to achieve new dreams, your intention.

2. The Crescent or First Quarter Moon: a time for
clarification, what needs to be cleared. Focus on nurturing
and development. 

3. The Full Moon: the situation reaches its apex or full
development, what needs to be celebrated.

4. The Waning or 4th Quarter Moon: Darkness before
rebirth, what to expect next, the process of preparing the
new cycle. 

The Moon Spread



What Helps/Hinders

You

Past

Body/Foundation

Near Future 8

The Celtic Cross

Mind/Crown

Strengths & Weaknesses

Home/Environment

Hopes & Fears

Final Outcome



The Celtic Cross is one of the oldest and most popular Tarot
spreads, giving detailed insight into a situation.

1. You/Current Situation

2. What Helps/Hinders You

3. Mind/Crown of the Reading

4. Body/Foundation
 
5. Past

6. Near Future

7. Strengths & Weaknesses 

8. Home/Environment 

9. Hopes & Fears

10. Final Outcome

The Celtic Cross


